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Bellini SpA

Interview with Dottore Alberto Bellini, President of Bellini SpA

A forerunner not a follower
Lubrication primarily focuses on diminishing friction. Oily and greasy fluids are used to lubricate and cool the metal work sections when they are subjected to processes such as grinding
and milling. Another important benefit is corrosion prevention by protecting surfaces from
water and other corrosive substances. Bellini SpA from Zanica in Italy is a much sought-after
producer of lubricants that is well-known for its future-oriented spirit. Now, the company is
ready to rock the market with green lubricant solutions that are ahead of the market and
incorporate great potential.

Bellini – for more than 40 years synonymous with innovative lubricants

President Dottore Alberto Bellini and his sons – a successful family affair

Bellini is a traditional and well-

It was Carlo Bellini and his wife

the 1990s, new customers and an

beginning of a ten-year-contract

known expert in lubricants for met-

Marina who founded the company

increasing demand forced Bellini

that later on was extended for

alworking and machining. Strict

in 1943. They first concentrated

to double its production capaci-

another ten years. Since then, we

customer orientation, intense re-

on the distribution of petroleum

ties. In 2000, the company moved

exclusively distribute lubricants on

search and development activities

products and later developed their

to a new, spacious headquarters,

behalf of Zeller & Gmelin in Italy. It

and the constant quest to further

own brand. In 1972, Carlo Bellini’s

equipped with the latest technolo-

is a very constructive partnership

improve products and services to

son Alberto Bellini, an industrial

gies and top-notch laboratories.

as products complement each

the benefit of the customers have

chemist, joined the company and

At the same time, Bellini made

other perfectly. Everyone benefits

always been distinctive character-

paved the way for its further dy-

contact with the German company

from valuable synergies.”

istics of the family-owned company

namic development. When he

Zeller & Gmelin GmbH looking

that nowadays is run by the third

established Bellini SpA, this was a

for a distribution partner in Italy.

generation of the Bellini family. At

turning point in the company’s his-

“We invited the company to visit

the end of the day, these features

tory. From its origins as a trading

our new plant and everyone was

have constantly propelled Bellini’s

company, Bellini became a pro-

deeply impressed,” states Presi-

extraordinary development.

ducer of lubricants. At the end of

dent Alberto Bellini. “It was the
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Bellini SpA

››› Interview with Dottore Alberto Bellini, President of Bellini SpA
Bellini SpA

Via Don L. Milani, 8
24050 Zanica (BG)
Italy
 +39 0356 73948
 +39 0356 73958
 info@bellini-lubrificanti.it
 www.bellini-lubrificanti.it

A team of 35 highly skilled and motivated employees significantly contributes to
Bellini’s leading market position

Today, Bellini has 35 employees

first Italian companies to obtain

es. “Harolbio is second to none,”

Now, we are going to significantly

and generates annual sales of 20

this certification. 2008/2009 were

emphasises Mr. Bellini. “It is a

strengthen our international activi-

million EUR. Even in times of cri-

difficult years and revenues mas-

real market novelty and has had a

ties.” Another focus will be put on

sis, the company managed to grow

sively declined; only two years

very positive feedback right from

new products. While Bellini has

further and to establish important

later, we were able to grow signifi-

its market introduction. The eco-

mainly focused on lubricants for

contacts to global players such as

cantly.”

friendly lubricants have become a

metalworking, cogeneration plants,

flagship of the company and open

the production of glasses and

Robert Bosch. “When my three
sons joined the company, they

A new product was one of the

up many new market opportuni-

hydraulic machinery in the past, it

had many new ideas and visions

main driving forces behind Bellini’s

ties. We are proud to be a pioneer

now starts putting an eye on other

and fundamental know-how,”

extraordinary upsurge. In 2008,

in regard to green lubricants.”

industrial applications as well. “We

explains Mr. Bellini. “They started

Bellini launched Harolbio, a line of

intensifying marketing activities

green lubricants for metalworking.

As Bellini is keen to keep on grow-

opment of products for the textile

and put a strong focus on research

It was the impressive result of a

ing, it now puts a stronger focus

industry and industrial ceramics,”

and development. Thanks to their

close cooperation with a university

on exports. “So far, exports have

adds Mr. Bellini. “We always want-

commitment we got the certifica-

department. Harolbio is based on

been deeply neglected,” sums up

ed to be a forerunner instead of a

tion ISO 9001 at a very early stage.

environmentally-friendly raw mate-

Mr. Bellini. “Turkey and Portugal

follower – with Harolbio we already

Back then, we were among the

rial deriving from renewable sourc-

are core markets at the moment.

reached this goal.”

In 2000, Bellini moved to a new plant equipped with the latest technologies

EUROPEAN
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are currently working on the devel-

❙

The backbone of Bellini’s extraordinary innovative spirit – research and development
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Böllhoff, s.r.o.

Interview with Veronika Roesslerova, Sales Manager, and Petr Čížek, Managing Director of
Böllhoff, s.r.o.

Holding industry together
When it comes to manufacturing, few products are made from one solid piece of material.
Instead, different components come together to form larger items, such as cars or furniture.
These components are held together with screws, bolts, rivets or other fasteners – which is
precisely the expertise of the Böllhoff Group. The family-owned group spans 24 countries,
including the Czech Republic. Böllhoff, s.r.o., the group’s first location in Eastern Europe,
celebrates 25 years of fastening finesse this year with more high-quality products and even
better-quality services.
Böllhoff, s.r.o.
and its team attend trade fairs
regularly to meet
new customers and
maintain strong
relations with existing customers

As one of twelve production sites
of the Böllhoff Group worldwide,
Böllhoff, s.r.o. is among the leaders in the sale, assembly and
logistics of fasteners and profiles
for sheet metals. The product
range encompasses connecting
elements in three groups. The first
group comprises standard parts,
such as screws, nuts, washers and
rivets manufactured according to
global norms. “Our second group
consists of our own products, like
special rivets, rivet nuts and HELICOIL® thread inserts, sold especially to the automotive industry,”

tire chain of services, such as de-

IT®, its own brand for ECOnomic

recently added RFID technology

says Veronika Roesslerova, Sales

livering full boxes to customers and

Supply In Time. Nearly 50 custom-

to the system,” the Sales Manager

Manager of Böllhoff, s.r.o. “We de-

collecting the empty ones. In this

ers are already benefiting from

says. Material planning, sourcing

velop them in cooperation with our

field, the company offers ECOS-

this customized system. “We have

and quality checks are also part of

customers.” The third group in-

the mix. In addition, Böllhoff offers

cludes complete assembly systems

Kanban systems for maintaining

with the tools for customers to

low stocks while improving deliv-

fasten different elements made of

ery performance. Everything the

sheet metal, such as body or trunk

company offers is accompanied by

units. “The fasteners themselves

comprehensive technical consulta-

are not especially expensive, but

tion to ensure customers receive

we need to deliver them just in

precisely what they need.

time,” Ms. Roesslerova points out.
“Our main focus with this group is
therefore logistics.”
Böllhoff continues to develop its
logistics services, providing the enEUROPEAN

business

Böllhoff is well known for
its fasteners, particularly its
standard and customized riveting systems

›››
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Böllhoff, s.r.o.

››› Interview with Veronika Roesslerova, Sales Manager, and Petr Čížek, Managing Director of Böllhoff, s.r.o.

Böllhoff, s.r.o.
Palouky 1365
25301 Hostivice
Czech Republic

 +420 235 318014
 +420 235 316510
 czinfo@boellhoff.com
 www.boellhoff.cz
The Czech branch has been supplying fastening products and services for a quarter of a century

The Czech branch of the Böll-

turnover of 10.5 million EUR. The

sales. Celebrating its 25th anniver-

events planned in conjunction with

hoff Group serves nearly 700

Czech market is developing well,

sary will draw more interest and

the celebrations,” Ms. Roesslerova

customers in the automotive and

and 2016 promises to be another

attention to the company’s brands.

reveals. Böllhoff aims to become

automotive supplier, agriculture,

record-breaking year in terms of

“We have a few fairs and customer

an all-round service provider that

household technology, aviation

goes beyond selling products.

and medical technology industries.

“We strive to support our custom-

The majority of its customers are

ers with technology and logistics

in the same domestic market, but

services,” says Petr Čížek, Manag-

the company also serves custom-

ing Director of Böllhoff, s.r.o. “We

ers throughout Europe in coopera

already manufacture high-quality

tion with other subsidiaries of the

elements and systems, as well as

group. “In this regard, Germany,

offering a number of services. We

Austria and France are very im-

want to expand our role as our

portant countries for us,” Ms.

customers’ partner.”

❙

Roesslerova says.
Last year, Böllhoff’s 46 employees
in the Czech Republic generated

The company supplies screws and their corresponding tools
EUROPEAN
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brocolor® Lackfabrik
GmbH
Interview with Dr. Gudrun Schopf, Member of the Management and Authorized Officer of
brocolor® LACKFABRIK GmbH

Competence in coatings
Having started out as a coatings business almost a century ago, the German company brocolor® LACKFABRIK GmbH has developed into a manufacturer of all types of industrial coatings. Today, the coatings specialist in Gronau in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia
is well established as a competent partner for all types of industrial coatings, and special
and bespoke coatings. Backed by its outstanding expertise in the manufacture of coatings,
brocolor® LACKFABRIK has also made a name for itself with contract manufacturing.
Dr. Schopf. “We are extremely flexible and supply products at short
notice, even within 24 hours.”
Competent and flexible, brocolor®
LACKFABRIK is well positioned for
the future. “We see growth potential above all in contract manufacturing, we have three major projects for 2016, and we will further
expand these activities in the future and open up new foreign marPrivate label products, a brocolor®
speciality

BROCOPHAN acrylic one coat paint EL, a time and cost-saving innovation without
compromise on brilliance or durability

kets,” concludes Dr. Schopf. “We
also expect growth in the field of
special coatings and bespoke coatings developed and manufactured

“We are well positioned, as we

ment based on a sound financial

without compromising on quality

are soundly based on a range of

backing and synergetic effects

or durability.”

pillars,” says Dr. Gudrun Schopf,

within the Elsan Group.”
Headed by A.M. Schokker, the

coatings for special applications

company has state-of-the-art

and keeps adding innovative

has a wealth of experience in

facilities that meet the highest

products such as the new

paints and coatings and compe-

safety and environmental stand-

BROCOPHAN acrylic one coat

tence in many fields. For more

ards and an experienced staff of

paint. Aerosol paints are another

than 80 years now, the company

50. Industrial coatings are still

speciality designed for a wide

has manufactured paints and coat-

the main field of business. “We

range of decorative applications.

ings, initially decorative and build-

manufacture solvent-based coat-

Moreover, the company is active

ing paints, which were supplied to

ings for metallic surfaces includ-

in contract manufacturing, a field

painters in the region, and since

ing customized and private label

with growth potential on an inter-

the 1990s industrial coatings. In

products,” explains Dr. Schopf.

national scale. “We have the know-

2002, the takeover by the Dutch

“We are well known for coatings

how, the facilities and the experts

Elsan Holding was the starting

which are easy to use and which

to meet the most demanding and

point for a very positive develop-

offer excellent value for money

urgent customers wishes,” states

in 1921,

brocolor®

EUROPEAN
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LACKFABRIK

❙

The company also manufactures

Authorized Officer and Member of
the Management. “Founded back

to customers’ requirements.”

brocolor® LACKFABRIK
GmbH
Henschelstrasse 2
48599 Gronau
Germany

 +49 2562 9110
 +49 2562 911200
 info@brocolor.de
 www.brocolor.de
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Haarslev Industries A/S

Interview with Karina Lykke Lumholt, Marketing Manager of Haarslev Industries A/S

Creating sustainable and useable
products from waste
As an increasingly larger number of people take on the mindset of ‘use more, waste less’, industries that always existed but were rarely thought about began to move to the forefront of
people’s minds. The rendering industry is one of those that is coming into view. Companies in
the rendering industry take unusable parts of animals from slaughterhouses and make them
into useable products. Haarslev Industries A/S, the market leader in the rendering sector,
headquartered in Søndersø, Denmark, focuses not only on animal waste but also on environmental waste.
Haarslev Industries is a full-service

and thermal dewatering – that is

rendering provider. The company

our core technology that we apply

handles products from the protein

to various sectors, such as the ren-

recycling division. This includes

dering industry, fish meal and fish

feather processing, blood process-

oil production, and industrial and

ing, fish meal and fish oil process-

municipal sludge drying,” adds

ing, and creating components for

Karina Lykke Lumholt, Marketing

feed and pet food production. The

Manager.

group also handles products from
the environmental division. This

Even though Haarslev Industries

includes treating sewage sludge

already offers many different ser-

– for instance full or partial dry-

vices to a variety of sectors, the

ing, hydrolysis, heat recovery and

company is pushing forward into

odour control – drying biomass for

new fields of the industry. Some

biofuel and drying spent grain for

new areas of activity include pro-

for human food production, and

the whole factory, including odour

feed. The business also helps to

cessing high-grade end products

Karina Lykke Lumholt, Marketing Manager, works hard to serve Haarslev Industries’
clients

medical or industrial products are

control and other aspects,” ex-

develop and produce machines

also becoming possibilities. The

plains Ms. Lumholt. “We can act

for these rendering and process-

reason the company can be so ac-

as a consultant to rendering plant

ing industries. “Mechanical

tive in so many areas is that it
is a full-service partner
with various companies it works

EUROPEAN

in any aspect.” The company
also participates in R&D with its
clients and operates a pilot plant

know

in Denmark that is used for test-

all the

ing customized developments that

plant and can actually deliver

business

them on which process to choose

with. “We

processes in a

A process line within a plant as developed by Haarslev Industries

managers or owners and advise

have been created for some of the
company’s partners.

›››
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Haarslev Industries A/S

›››

Interview with Karina Lykke Lumholt, Marketing Manager of Haarslev Industries A/S

Haarslev Industries A/S
Bogensevej 85
Hårslev
5471 Søndersø
Denmark

 +45 63 831100
 +45 63 831120
Haarslev Industries is based in Søndersø, Denmark

Haarslev Industries is also very

the energy input. Indirect heating

dedicated to sustainability. The

of the dryer eliminates the risk of

company specializes in helping

fire and explosion, which makes

plants with their energy optimiza-

the system very safe.

 info@haarslev.com
 www.haarslev.com

tion and heat recovery. “We are
well aware of all regulations and

Due to this full-service and sus-

can be involved as a consultant

tainable approach, the company

in this regard,” says Ms. Lumholt.

is able to work with partners in

Furthering its goal of sustainabil-

many different sectors. 69% of

ity, the company also works to-

the company’s business comes

ward finding new applications for

from the rendering industry, 19%

rendered products. It is crucially

comes from industrial and munici-

important to the company that

pal sludge drying, and 12% comes

waste products are treated in a

from after-sales. “Our customers re-

biosafe way. An example of this is

ally praise our after-sales,” says Ms.

sees many available opportunities

family-owned setup to being owned

removing water from wet biofuel.

Lumholt. “We don’t leave a plant

within the emerging markets.

by the equity fund Altor Equity

“Moisture makes biomass expen-

before it is 100% working and don’t

sive to transport, difficult to store

leave clients alone to cope with any

Haarslev Industries was founded in

expanded from only being active in

and lose its thermal value,” adds

problems that might arise.” Clients

1973 as a family-owned company

Denmark to being active in Norway,

Ms. Lumholt. Haarslev Industries

of the company include slaughter-

in Denmark. In 2006, the company

Poland, Spain, France, Germany,

supplies superior drying equip-

houses, fish mills, municipalities

decided to take on more of a global

the UK, Russia, Turkey, India,

ment for the production of pellets

around the world such as Ham-

approach to business and merged

China, Malaysia, New Zealand, the

and briquettes. Solutions offered

burg, Germany and Zurich, Swit-

with one of its competitors. This

US, Mexico, Peru and Brazil.

by the company include the disc

zerland, the paper industry and the

merger led to the company acquir-

dryer system, featuring efficient

paint industry. “In terms of export-

ing even more companies and

For the future, Haarslev Indus-

heat transfer and optionally an

ing our products and gaining new

starting up new office locations on a

tries intends to expand its R&D

integrated waste heat recovery

clients, we focus on areas where

yearly basis. Haarslev grew from just

focus, looking for ways to make

system used for the production

the market is not saturated,” adds

a few employees in the beginning

the industry more sustainable, and

of district heating. Disc dryer sys-

Ms. Lumholt. Emerging markets are

to over 1,300 employees today. In

wants to continue benefiting its cli-

tems can recover up to 80% of

a big focus for the company, and it

2012, the business changed from a

ents in any way possible.

EUROPEAN
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The rendering plant allows waste to be processed into useful material

Partners. Haarslev Industries also

❙
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Clean Care A/S

Interview with Søren Holstein Thygesen, CEO of Clean Care A/S

Cleaning up the mess
When choosing a restaurant, hotel, theater or other location to go
to, how clean the place is matters to most people. If a food manufacturer keeps an unclean production facility or a restaurant has a
dirty kitchen, not only will customers stop coming, but the businesses
will have to shut down for violating health codes. In this respect,
cleanliness is just as important to patrons as it is to owners. Clean
Care A/S, headquartered in Aalborg, Denmark, helps businesses stay hygienic.
Clean Care opened its doors in

pet cleaning solutions, foam spray-

the product range further in order

vironment, the business plans to

1999 and became a part of the

ers, disinfecting agents and many

to draw bigger clients to the busi-

take a hard look at its day-to-day

Bunzl Group in 2010. Even though

more. “We offer almost everything

ness. “When we can really special-

operations. If any inefficiencies are

the company has been a subsidiary

a customer may need,” says Søren

ize in one type of product or an-

found, the company will take steps

of Bunzl for the past six years, it

Holstein Thygesen, CEO. “This

other, the word will spread and big

to correct the problem. Clean Care

still remains independent within the

includes cleaning implements like

players from various industries will

hopes its optimization efforts ap-

group. This means that Clean Care

mops and buckets, personal soap

take notice of our expertise,” ex-

peal to current and prospective

retains its purchasing power and is

dispensers, ladders, aluminium

plains Mr. Thygesen. However, the

clients, both big and small. “We’re

still active in product development.

foil, trash bags, etc.” Just about

firm knows that in order to appeal

a one stop shop for our customers

every type of business can find

to a wider customer base, an op-

and really try to understand their

The business takes pride in its

something useful on the company’s

timized product range and active

needs,” adds Mr. Thygesen. “No

products, and its team of chem-

website. Clean Care’s products are

marketing aren’t always enough.

matter what the future holds, we’re

ists are constantly working on

also ISO 14001 certified. The com-

To stay ahead in a competitive en-

up to the challenge.”

creating cleaning solutions that

pany keeps documentation on eve-

get the job done more effectively.

rything and can advise its clients

There are many product areas to

what products to use, when to use

choose from, including some that

them, how to use them and what to

are geared toward one specific

do when something goes wrong.

❙

industry or another. Some options
in the detergent category include

This attention to detail draws many

laundry soaps, toilet cleaners, car-

businesses, including professional
cleaning companies, to Clean

Clean Care A/S
Indkildevej 2C
9210 Aalborg SØ
Denmark

 +45 96 34 13 00
 +45 96 34 13 01
 info@cleancare.dk
 www.cleancare.dk
EUROPEAN
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Care. To continue reaching more
customers, the firm is active at
trade fairs and keeps its website
current. The website includes a
webshop where clients can browse
all the products the company has
to offer, complete with all the pertinent information about said product. Clean Care plans to optimize

The company’s modern headquarters located in Aalborg, Denmark
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Busi Giovanni Srl

Interview with Michele Castagna, Export and Marketing Manager of Busi Giovanni Srl

Knitting up a storm
Modern sock knitting machines are amazing pieces of equipment, able to knit highly complex
designs in a fraction of the time it would take someone knitting by hand. One of the leading
manufacturers of single-cylinder machines with rib needles in the dial for the production of
high-quality stockings, socks and tights is Busi Giovanni Srl in Italy. The company is recognized as a leading innovator, and its machines are used by manufacturers worldwide.
stockings. As well as being able

loop linking of the toe of the sock

to knit socks with varying levels of

for a smooth finish. Closing the

elasticity, support and thickness,

toe on the sock used to be done

the machines can also knit virtually

by hand. Thanks to Rimaglio, the

any pattern with up to 16 differ-

whole sock can now be produced

ent colours. The company holds a

on the machine. Busi has also

number of patents for its innova-

pioneered the integration of mod-

tions. In 2009 a patent was suc-

ern technology in its machines,

cessfully filed in Italy for a device

introducing the first machines with

that produces twin-layer socks.

fully electronic control in 1990.

In 2010 the patent was extended

Over the past eight years BUSI has

beyond Italy. In 2009, it developed

also developed a highly innovative

the Rimaglio system, which is the

and versatile range of medical ma-

most advanced system for loop-by-

chines, capable of knitting certified

The Busi Giovanni stand at major industry fairs is always teeming with interested
visitors

medical socks with unique techni-

Busi Giovanni has specialized

for a highly specialized, niche mar-

latest development is a device that

in the design and construction

ket,” explains Mr. Castagna. “Our

makes it possible to knit socks with

of sock knitting machines since

machines represent the premium

patterns that cover the whole heel

1958. Over the years, the company

end of the market and have unique

area of the sock for a more ho-

has built up a worldwide reputation

technical features, first and fore-

mogenous appearance,” says Mr.

thanks to the reliability and longev-

most amongst which is their ability

Castagna.

ity of its machines. “The average

to knit true rib socks.” Another

life span of one of our machines is

unique feature of Busi machines

25 years,” says Export and Market-

is their ability to combine terry and

ing Manager Michele Castagna.

true rib features in the same sock.

cal and aesthetical features. “Our

❙

“However, some of our customers
have machines from us that have

While Busi Giovanni machines are

been running three shifts per day

the most expensive in the market,

for 35 years.” This is the hallmark

their superior performance, low

of an outstanding level of quality

maintenance costs and long life

that is guaranteed through the use

span actually make them cheaper

of the highest quality components

over the long term. The range con-

and a high degree of hand finish-

sists of 13 machine types suitable

ing. “We only produce between

for knitting a wide range of fashion,

200 and 220 machines per year

sports and medical socks and

EUROPEAN
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Busi Giovanni Srl

Via Molini 24
25082 Botticino (BS)
Italy
 +39 030 2190304
 +39 030 2693387
Busi Giovanni sock knitting machines
can produce virtually any pattern sock
in an unrivalled range of colours

 busi@busigiovanni.com
 www.busigiovanni.com
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JP Group Holding A/S

Interview with Morten Vammen, Chief Commercial Officer of JP Group Holding A/S

A strong family
Classic cars have a loyal fan base around the
world – a very affluent fan base with a constantly growing demand for original spare
parts and accessories. This trend is benefiting companies like JP Group Holding A/S. The
Danish group of companies offers thousands
of exclusive components for different types of
classic cars – so many that you could easily
assemble a whole VW Beetle from the range.
Besides classic components, the group also offers quality parts for more up-to-date vehicles.
JP Group has its own showroom in Denmark, where it presents its entire product
range

JP Group is a leading global sup-

cars from Volkswagen, Porsche

ligAlu. “We are both a B2C and a

plier of automotive aftermarket

and Mercedes-Benz,” states Mr.

B2B company,” says Mr. Vammen.

spare parts and accessories. The

Vammen. “A customer once said

“Our QuickPot chain of service

Danish family enterprise offers

you could assemble a whole VW

stations is our B2C division, while

more than 30,000 quality spare

Beetle from our parts.” Recently,

all others are targeted at business

parts and accessories for Euro-

JP Group also started offering

customers.” JP Group currently

pean and Asian cars. The compre-

spare parts for other much-ad-

has 42,000 m2 of production and

hensive product range includes

mired classic cars such as the VW

warehousing space.

brakes, filters, steering and sus-

Type 2 and Type 3 busses. “There

pension parts, rubber metal parts,

is strong demand especially from

electrical parts, starters, turbo

US customers,” says Mr. Vammen.

chargers, water pumps and many

“In the US market, we have annual

other high-quality components.

growth rates of 40 to 50%, as com-

JP Group has customers in more

pared to around 20% in Europe.”

JP Group Holding A/S
Hjulmagervej 2
8800 Viborg
Denmark

 +45 86 615000
 +45 86 612230
 info@jpgroup.dk
 www.jpgroup.dk

›››

than 90 countries worldwide. “We
ship 99% of our products abroad,”

JP Group was established by

explains Chief Commercial Officer

Johannes Pedersen in 1975. In

Morten Vammen. “Our largest

1992, following the death of the

export market is Germany. For

founder, his son Martin Pedersen

German cars alone, we have over

took over. Since then, the company

12,000 different parts and acces-

has grown into a global player

sories.” One of the fastest-growing

in the automotive aftermarket.

markets for the Danish automotive

Today, the dynamically evolv-

parts supplier is the classic cars

ing group includes six privately

segment. “We offer more than

owned firms operating under one

6,000 exclusive spare parts and

roof: JP Group Automotive, Johs.

accessories, from complete wings

Pedersen, Garia Manufacturing,

to the smallest screw, for classic

Hovwdiaudi, QuickPot and Bil-

EUROPEAN
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JP Group Holding A/S

››› Interview with Morten Vammen, Chief Commercial
Officer of JP Group Holding A/S
JP plans to further grow its storage capacity to meet increasing
customer demand

“We plan to add another 8,000
to 10,000

m2

this year to accom-

modate our uninterrupted develop-

more important. People demand
high quality, excellent service and
delivery as soon as possible.”

ment,” states Mr. Vammen.
As an internationally operating

To acquire new customers, JP

business, JP Group attaches great

Group participates in all major fairs

importance to multilingual staff.

and industry events worldwide. For

“German, Russian, French and

classic cars, the Techno Classica in

Spanish are the most important

Essen, Germany, is the main event

languages for us,” explains Mr.

for the Danish company. “We also

Vammen. “Sometimes it can be

advertise in automotive magazines

very difficult to find people with

in several countries, from Austria

the right combination of language

to the Ukraine, and have our own

and automotive skills.” JP Group

showroom in Denmark where we

is also at the front of the digitaliza-

present our complete product

tion trend in the automotive spare

range,” states Mr. Vammen. “Last

parts aftermarket. “Our complete

but not least, we have our own

product catalogue is available on-

automotive testing facility in Den-

line, and our customers can check

mark.” In the next three to five

product availability directly through

years, JP Group wants to grow its

our website,” explains Mr. Vam-

European sales in particular. “For

men. “Our main focus is on cus-

this purpose, we shall double the

tomer satisfaction. We provide de-

number of sales representatives in

tailed information in all languages

Germany and further increase our

and deliver promptly and reliably.

storage capacity in Denmark,” ex-

In order to supply our clients ever

plains Mr. Vammen. “At the same

faster, we opened a new central

time, we shall continue expanding

storage facility in Dortmund, Ger-

our product selection to meet new

many, in January which enables

demands, especially as regards

us to deliver any required spare

the dynamically evolving classic

part in a maximum of 24 hours.

cars segment.”

❙

Promptness is getting more and
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Norwex Holding AS

Interview with Eivind Schackt, Global CEO of Norwex Holding AS

ANZEIGE
Rubrik

Providing chemical-free
cleaning and personal care
As consumers become more concerned about their quality of life and, increasingly, have
more disposable income, the demand for products that offer healthier and environmentally
friendlier options rises. Companies which provide products that are free of chemicals are
seeing their customer base grow year by year. Norwex Holding AS, headquartered in Årnes,
Norway, is committed to supplying products that improve the all-round quality of life for its
customers across the world. The company is also focused on reducing its environmental footprint and supporting various conservation efforts in the process.
Norwex, founded in 1994, has had

sales come from home parties and

a health-focused outlook from its

presentations put on by independ-

inception. The company was born

ent sales representatives. “What I

after Founder Bjørn Nicolaisen was

think is really fantastic is that the

introduced to a miraculous cloth

company employees and the inde-

that could effectively clean a very

pendent representatives really do

dirty windscreen simply with the use

embrace and believe in the com-

of microfiber and water. At the time,

pany mission,” adds Mr. Schackt.

this was a cutting-edge approach to

“They want to have a positive effect

cleaning that focused on reducing

on the environment and on a per-

the use of chemicals in the cleaning

son’s quality of life by helping to sell

process. “The Norwegian popula-

products that are safe to touch and

tion really took to the idea, and the
company soon established its own
support network for its consultants

to have around children and pets.”
Founder Bjorn Nicolaison, Board Member Peter Cartwright and Global CEO Eivind
Schackt

This ideology gives Norwex a strong
culture and an even stronger mission platform to operate from.

who were out travelling around
the country,” says Eivind Schackt,
Global CEO of Norwex. In 1995, the

It becomes clear that communities

business started offering the op-

around the world really do support

tion to host parties at a consumer’s

the company’s overarching mis-

home so the potential customer and

sion of ‘Improving quality of life by

their friends could see the microfiber

radically reducing chemicals in

cloths in action. This helped make

our homes’, since Norwex employs

Norwex in Norway into a household

about 400 full time employees

name that is synonomous with

and operates a network of 90,000

chemical-free cleaning.

Entertain your friends and make some extra money by hosting or being a consultant
for a Norwex home party

“In 1999, we started our expansion

sales consultants in the field. The
company remains popular with its
independent sales representatives

process,” adds Mr. Schackt. “We

eleven countries on four continents.

clearly impessive but is made even

not only because of its mission, but

opened up our branch in Canada

In 2015 alone, the company started

more so by the fact that Norwex

because it offers them sales training.

and have been growing ever since.”

subsidiaries in Germany, New Zea-

mainly operates on a business to

Norwex now has a presence in

land and Ireland. This expansion is

consumer (B2C) model. Most of its

EUROPEAN
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Norwex Holding AS

››› Interview with Eivind Schackt, Global CEO of
Norwex Holding AS

The impressive Canadian office and distribution center,
which was the first Norwex branch outside of Norway

This training aids each consultant in

Leader. This gives them the ability to

effectively growing their own busi-

become a small business owner and

ness. Norwex also provides the reps

manage their own group of locally-

Some of the home care products

with marketing materials, back office

based employees. “Norwex is all

the company offers are its signature

facilities and a host of online tools.

about offering upward mobility and

microfiber cleaning cloths that can

“The success of our sales representa-

encouragement to all of its employ-

be used for cleaning just about

Nedre Hagaveg 17 B
2150 Årnes
Norway

tives also means success for the com-

ees and independent representa-

anything. Other popular products

 +47 63 95 66 20

pany as a whole,” says Mr. Schackt.

tives,” adds Mr. Schackt.

in the home care category include

 post@norwex.no
 www.norwex.com

“Norwex will always do its best to

dusting mitts, a cleaning and polish-

Norwex Holding AS

provide as much support as possible

This support network is also what

ing paste, mops, bathroom clean-

to all of our people in the field.”

allows the company to effectively sell

ers, fluff and tumble dryer balls,

and showcase its various products.

detergents, dishwashing liquids and

the amount of plastic present in all

This mindset is what continues to

The products fall into two main

many more. Some of the popular

of its product lines. “We are always

endear the company to its clientele

category groups: Products for Your

products featured in the self care

thinking about how our products im-

and also to its independent sales

Home and Norwex for Yourself. The

category include bath towels, show-

pact not only the user, but how they

representatives. More people con-

home products are then broken

er gels, lotions, face moisturizers

impact the environment on a much

tinue to join the Norwex family year

down into five sub-categories: mi-

and many other impressive items.

larger scale,” explains Mr. Schackt.

after year. In order to keep reaching

crofiber cloths, floor care systems,

Besides keeping its products free of

In order to make its products safer

new customers and attracting new

bathroom care, laundry care and

harmful chemicals that consumers

for the environment, Norwex uses

consultants, the business gives each

kitchen essentials. The for yourself

could breathe in, Norwex also con-

silicon lids, offers alternatives to

person a starter kit that contains

products are also broken down into

centrates on keeping its products

plastic film, sells and supports the

brochures and success builder

three subcategories: naturally time-

free of chemicals that are harmful

use of refillable water bottles and

instructions. Consultants can also

less skin care, personal care prod-

to touch. For example, the company

participates in other conservation

choose to become a Consultant

ucts and just for kids.

is always looking for ways to reduce

efforts. “We only get this one beautiful planet,” says Mr. Schackt. “We
all need to do our part to keep it as
healthy and functional as possible
for ourselves and for generations to
come.”
For the future, Norwex plans to
expand into even more countries, spreading its chemical free,
environmentally-friendly message.
The company will also continue to
release innovative products and pro-

Pamper yourself and your family with the all-natural Norwex Body Care line of personal care products
EUROPEAN
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KWC Franke Water
Systems AG
Interview with Gregory Oswald, Head of the Taps Competence Center of Franke Water Systems AG

Excellence in form and function

Timeless elegance and sophisticated technology, KWC ONO highflex®, the flagship range for
kitchens

KWC is a traditional Swiss enterprise with more than 140 years of know-how and experience
to its name. Specialized in water faucets, the Swiss experts have made a name for themselves as an innovative force in water supply, ideally combining advanced functionality and
cutting-edge design. Today, KWC is well known for intelligent solutions for the sustainable
use of water, and the Swiss experts are well on their way to further increasing their impact
on international markets.

The name KWC is an acronym

engineering for manufacturing

mous with Swiss excellence in both

the Franke Group provides strong

of the names of the founder and

taps, initially for gas and later for

form and function for optimum

backing for KWC.

his successor. K stands for Adolf

water. In 1919 the company was

comfort of users, and since 2013

Karrer, who founded the business

officially established as a fam-

KWC has been part of the Swiss

“Part of the Water Management

in 1874 with the idea of manufac-

ily corporation under the name

Franke Group. Based in Aarburg,

Division of the Franke Group, KWC

turing music boxes. W stands for

of Karrer, Weber & Co., KWC for

Switzerland, Franke is a leading

belongs to the newly formed Taps

Eugen Weber, who joined the com-

short.

provider of solutions for residen-

Competence Center,” says Gregory

tial kitchens and bathrooms,

Oswald, who joined the Franke

pany in 1888 as Sales Manager.
After the death of the founder, the

Today, KWC is well established as

professional foodservice, coffee

Group in the beginning of 2015

company was run by his widow

the leading manufacturer of taps

preparation, beverage delivery

and heads the Taps Competence

and managed by Eugen Weber. At

in Switzerland. The KWC brand is

and semi-public washrooms. With

Center today.

the time there was a decline in the

well known across Switzerland and

more than 9,000 employees at 72

music box business, and the man-

on foreign markets for high-end

subsidiaries on four continents,

agement had the idea of making

products and solutions for water

exports to more than 100 countries

use of the know-how in precision

supply. The KWC brand is synony-

and turnover of 2.1 billion CHF,

EUROPEAN
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KWC Franke Water
Systems AG

››› Interview with Gregory Oswald, Head of the Taps Competence Center of Franke Water Systems AG

A special atmosphere, KWC ZOE touch light PRO with LED light ring for a shining
water jet

Touch once for blue (cold), twice for orange (warm) or three times for red (hot):
KWC ZOE touch light PRO indicating the selected water temperature

“Formed to unite and streamline

brand is well known in Switzerland.

vanced functionality and outstand-

ticated solutions for water supply

the activities of the subsidiaries

We have always had close rela-

ing design. “We have four product

which meet the most stringent

specialized in taps for private and

tionships with customers based

ranges,” explains Mr. Oswald.

demands for functionality, du-

semi-private application, the Taps

on mutual trust, and we are well

“Taps for kitchens, taps for bath-

rability, comfort and aesthetics.

Competence Center consists of

known as a reliable partner for

rooms, taps for the catering trade

Electronically controlled and easily

three companies. In addition to

top-quality products. For a long

and spare parts. Taps for kitchen,

programmable, they come with a

KWC, there are Nokite Plumbing

time now, we have been active on

and bathrooms are the most im-

wide variety of advanced features

& Sanitary Products, China, a spe-

foreign markets, too, and we have

portant fields, accounting for 80 to

such as mechanisms that greatly

cialist in steel taps, and AquaInno,

earned an excellent reputation

90% of activities.”

reduce water consumption, one-

a joint venture in Italy focusing

for Swiss excellence. At present

on chrome taps. As the operative

we export our products and solu-

KWC products are still Swiss made.

of temperature and flow with the

head of the Taps Competence

tions to more than 50 countries

They all are manufactured at the

thumb. “For example, the iconic

Center, I am responsible for the

worldwide. But we want to grow by

company’s headquarters in Un-

flagship product KWC ZOE touch

KWC brand.”

further increasing the awareness

terkulm in the Swiss canton of Aar-

light PRO features an LED light

of our brand on an international

gau. “Our taps are high-end prod-

ring indicating the temperature,

scale.”

ucts,” underlines Mr. Oswald. “In

which is selected with a simple

spite of high wages and exchange

touch,” says Mr. Oswald. “In addi-

KWC is the most important company of the three, and the com-

hand operation or easy control

pany benefits greatly from the

Innovative by tradition, KWC has

rate risks, we stick to production in

tion, the lighted water jet creates

new parent group. “In addition

the products and solutions ideally

Switzerland. We have highly auto-

a special atmosphere in the dark.

to the technological and financial

suited to opening new markets.

mated production facilities, and we

KWC ONO is another flagship

backing and the synergetic ef-

Committed to Swiss excellence

have the expertise in materials and

range for kitchens and bathrooms,

fects within the group, we benefit

right from the start, KWC has

processes, which are the basis for

combining timeless elegance with

from the global presence of the

been an innovative force in taps

the high quality and outstanding

a lot of intelligent functions.

Franke Group and its excellent

all along and has kept setting new

durability of our products.”

international contacts,” states Mr.

standards for the trade. Today, the

Oswald. “Internationalization is our

Swiss specialists offer a compre-

The result of more than a century

prime target. Thanks to our long

hensive range of taps excelling in

of expertise and a track record of

history on the Swiss market, our

their sophisticated technology, ad-

innovations, KWC taps are sophis-

EUROPEAN
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KWC Franke Water
Systems AG

››› Interview with Gregory Oswald, Head of the Taps Competence Center of Franke Water Systems AG

State-of-the-art production facilities form the basis for
the high quality, precision and durability of KWC taps

Experienced and motivated, the staff plays a key
role for the high performance of KWC

In brief
Core Competence
Water taps

Facts & Figures

Swiss-made products thanks to lean management and
highly automated production facilities

KWC ONO highflex for kitchens

ongoing innovations, we are well

comes with a spring hose which

positioned for future growth in

can be moved in any direction and

spite of fierce competition. There

automatically returns to its initial

are big players on the market, and

position and with a spray head op-

there are new ones, mainly in Asia,

• Founded: 1874
• Structure: Part of Franke Water Systems AG
• Employees: 500
• Turnover: 110 million CHF
• Export: to 50 countries

erated by a touch on the lever.”

competing on price. We will further

Plumbing wholesalers, plumbers,

pursue our successful strategy of

architects, general contractors

quality and innovation with a clear

and investors are the main target

focus on the high-end market

groups of KWC. “At present we are

range. Innovations are an integral

Products & Services

increasingly focusing on consum-

part of the concept, innovations

ers – consumers who emphasize

in terms of technology, materials,

luxury and appreciate the quality

functionality, user comfort and

of Swiss water expertise,” Mr. Os-

aesthetics, of course. We have

wald points out. “We promote our

a variety of new solutions in the

products in close cooperation with

pipeline such as electronically con-

our target groups, and we will fur-

trolled taps with integrated apps

ther increase our marketing activi-

and display measuring and indi-

ties in the future on the domestic

cating all parameters for ensuring

and especially on foreign markets.

the ecological use of water.”

• Taps for kitchens
• Taps for bathrooms
• Taps for the professional kitchen
• Spare parts

Target Groups

Plumbing wholesalers, plumbers, architects, general
contractors, investors, private customers

Philosophy

• Swiss excellence in quality and precision
• Intelligent solutions for the sustainable use of water

Future

• Growth by internationalization
• Ongoing innovations in materials, technologies and user
comfort

❙

With our high-end products and

KWC
Franke Water Systems AG
Hauptstrasse 57
5726 Unterkulm
Switzerland

 +41 62 7686868
 +41 62 7686162
 info@kwc.ch
 www.kwc.com
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MIFA-Bike
Gesellschaft mbH
Interview with Heinrich von Nathusius, Managing Director of MIFA-Bike Gesellschaft mbH

Pedaling towards the future
Driving in a city is not always the most practical mode of transportation. In many cities, the
streets are horribly congested, especially during rush hour, and finding a parking space is
purely a matter of luck. On top of that, it may cost a fortune to leave your car parked there
for even just a few minutes. Larger cities also have concerns about fine particles in the air
from vehicle emissions. Public transportation may not make life easier either, if there are
no stops convenient to your destination or if the scheduled buses are few and far between.
Wouldn’t it be nice to have the flexibility of a car without all the hassle that comes with city
driving? The solution is bicycles, and MIFA-Bike Gesellschaft mbH provides the bikes that
keep Europe pedaling towards a better future.

Heinrich von Nathusius, Manag-

are imported from Southeast Asia

in Germany. With urban mobility

automotive industry to improve its

ing Director of MIFA-Bike, an-

and Eastern Europe. My goal for

as the target market, the company

bikes. “We want to focus on safety

ticipates bicycle use will increase

MIFA-Bike is to provide a real alter-

does not need to focus on high-

for cyclists, and that is not just a

significantly as a preferred mode

native to all these imports through

tech bikes with the latest designs

matter of the bicycles,” Mr. von

of transportation in cities and is

quality and productivity, so we are

but instead should focus on mak-

Nathusius adds. Many car models

directing the company towards this

planning to move production back

ing environment-related changes.

today have the technology to rec-

change. “The bike industry will

to Germany. The products can be

Shorter distances will result in

ognize animals and other objects

play a bigger role in urban mobility

manufactured in a relatively short

lower transport costs while improv-

in their path and to begin braking

in the future,” Mr. von Nathusius

time here in Europe.” Much like

ing the company’s CO2 footprint.

automatically even faster than the

says. “Today, there are roughly

in the automotive supplier indus-

Starting with their development,

driver can react. This technology

four million bicycles brought to the

try, MIFA-Bike aims to optimize

MIFA’s bicycles pay tribute to Ger-

can help prevent cyclists from

German market every year, and

its production through improved

man engineering at its finest, and

being hit by cars, but there is no

three million of them, including all

processes and quality, thereby

the company cooperates with elec-

similar technology for bikes them-

frames and parts for assembling

keeping prices competitive even

tronics companies as well as the

selves. However, electronic driver
assistance systems will be integrated into both cars and bicycles
in the future to guarantee safety,
which will make bicycles a more
serious option for everyday transportation.

The Grace Bikes brand
offers e-bikes for the city
and the trail
EUROPEAN
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MIFA-Bike
Gesellschaft mbH

››› Interview with Heinrich von Nathusius, Managing Director of MIFA-Bike Gesellschaft mbH

MIFA-Bike Gesellschaft mbH
Kyselhäuser Strasse 23
06526 Sangerhausen
Germany
 +49 3464 5370
 +49 3464 537300
 info@mifa.de
 www.mifa.de
MIFA-Bike can supply up to 30,000 bikes, such as this women’s bike, for sales
campaigns for the discounter chain ALDI

MIFA-Bike offers different brands

today offers a great deal of leeway

the company IFA and had built

MIFA-Bike has plans for growth

such as Grace Bikes and Step-

regarding varieties of bicycles

an internationally operating plant

in the coming years. It intends to

penwolf Bikes to suit different

available. MIFA-Bike benefits from

in Saxony-Anhalt, which is now in

build a new plant while expanding

market segments. “Steppenwolf

being able to supply bikes that suit

the hands of his children. Mr. von

its existing production facilities.

is our top brand,” the Managing

different price classes and seg-

Nathusius made the decision to

“We would also like some sup-

Director says. “It has cult status.”

ments in terms of purpose. “Cus-

purchase MIFA AG and its brands.

pliers to move here,” Mr. von

Despite offering a premium name

tomers are willing to pay a bit more

“I firmly believe that bicycles will

Nathusius says. “That will shorten

particularly for specialty retailers,

for a bike of high quality,” Mr. von

be the major mode of transporta-

the process chain and improve

MIFA-Bike also produces bicycles

Nathusius explains. “It is not only a

tion in the future,” the Managing

communication with them. This is

for the major discount and super-

question of design. There are a lot

Director explains his decision.

the same model used by the auto-

market chains such as ALDI. “It

of factors involved, like safety and

“This is a project that I can really

motive supplier industry, and that

is possible for us to produce every

quality.”

support because I am sure it will

is a sector that is also returning to

be successful.” Today, Mr. von Na-

Europe. We hope to do the same

kind of bicycle, and we can deliver
more than 40,000 bicycles per

The Steppenwolf brand has been

thusius heads the family company

for the bicycle industry.” The com-

month. We have an entire portfolio

well known for a long time and

along with Matthias Herold and

pany is also toying with the idea

of bikes: for men, women and chil-

can count on its positive image.

Olaf Flunkert. Development and

of producing individual parts for

dren, sport bikes, trekking bikes,

The well-established MIFA AG

production are located on-site in

competitors. The advantage would

city bikes and more,” Mr. von

acquired the brand several years

Sangerhausen near Magdeburg,

be significantly reduced transport

Nathusius says. “Our e-bikes are

ago, but in 2015 the company

and in addition to a sales depart-

times and corresponding costs.

among our most popular models.

experienced financial difficulties

ment within the company, MIFA-

“In addition we are cooperating on

Their numbers are increasing rap-

and was insolvent. The state gov-

Bike also has field sales staff.

technical developments to improve

idly in Germany and the Nether-

ernment of Saxony-Anhalt, where

The company is no longer a stock

bike safety,” Mr. von Nathusius

lands – up to 15% annually. They

MIFA was based, contacted Mr.

corporation but a private limited

says in conclusion.

are growing in the whole of Europe,

von Nathusius, who was working in

company with 550 employees. Its

as well, but only by approx imately

the automotive supplier sector, to

turnover target for this year is 100

10%. Like other bike manufactur-

ask him to take over the plant and

million EUR.

ers, we would like a piece of that

save the employees’ jobs. He had

growth.” Overall, the bike market

already been quite successful with
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